WeatherTech Europe, the European branch of Mac Neil
Automotive Products Ltd, USA, is the benchmark for
excellence in the passenger compartment and trunk
protection for a wide variety of cars.
The jewel in the crown of our production are our FloorLiner
and Cargoliner, designed and manufactured in a patented
tri-extruded plastic composition in the USA, are custom
made based on each car model, offering a complete and
perfect grip, protecting the interior of the car from dirt and
fluids.
If you think your car deserves something more exclusive,
WeatherTech products may interest you too ...

American Made Done Right

Our mission:
Propose for the demanding European market the most innovative
and functional solutions for the comfort within your car.
Our Research & Development Team is worldwide committed to
achieve the best possible after-market accessories.
It 'a strong and continued commitment that aims to
one goal:

The best specific
product for each car.

DigitalFit FloorLiner™

Interior floor protection
Designed to carry dirt and fluids away from the driving pedal area.
The soft to touch material offers an excellent surface friction to the carpet while the
semi-rigid core maintains the perfect shape.
The unique composition ensures safety, functionality and comfort at the same time.
Available in the colors black, tan and grey. Warranty 3 years.

Cargo Liner

Cargo / Trunk protection
Cargo Liner is designed and manufactured with the most advanced
three-dimensional digital technology applied to each specific car model.
Our application is provided with raised edges, so the trunk will be protected in full
Maintains its flexibility even in extreme temperatures
and requires very little maintenance.
Available for luggage racks for cars, SUVs and minivans in the following colors:
black, gray and tan. Warranty 3 years.

Side Windows Deflectors

Side Window Deflectors
Increased ventilation in the car.
Allows dispersion of internal heat.
Made from lightly tinted, 3mm thin acrylic material.
Easily installed, no use of external tape needed.

Available in light or dark shade.

WeatherTech® AVM®
All-Vehicle Mat

Universal floor protection
This product is easily adapted to the interior of each vehicle as it is provided with
indicated trim lines that allows you to cut the Floor Mat into desired shape.
Despite being a cheaper alternative than the FloorLiner, it remains a good customizable
solution for the interior floor protection.
Tall outer ridges and channels carries dirt and fluids to the lower half of the mat.
It is odorless, 100% recyclable and maintains flexibility even in extreme temperatures.
Available in the colors black, tan and grey.
It is sold in a set of 4 pieces; 2 for the front row and 2 for the back row.

WeatherTech® AVM®
Universal Cargo Mat

Universal cargo protection
A universal cargo protection, easily adapted to the cargo area of any type of car.
Provided with indicated trim lines that allows to cut the mat into desired shape.
Dimensions: 134cm wide X 91cm long, trimmable to 104cm wide X 69cm long.
Made out of a soft and flexible compound that will not curl, crack or harden even
in sub-zero temperatures.
Available in the colors black, tan and grey.

customized ▌resistant ▌secure ▌functional

